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Abstract
When an agent is acting in an environment, it uses a set of sensors to detect its current state. Con-
temporary machine learning algorithms often rely upon being in environments where the ratio of
states to sensor readings is at or near 1:1. The reality in natural environments is that there can
be perceptual aliasing (i.e., multiple states "feel" the same to the agent). In previous research, an
episodic memory has been used to allow it to uniquely identify the current state. However, these
approaches either have to be tuned to each new environment, have difficulty leveraging multiple
sensors, or handle noise sensors poorly. In this research, we describe a new episodic memory
system and learning agent that overcomes all three of these issues. We demonstrate this agent’s ef-
fectiveness compared to three others by using a blind finite-state machine environment that exhibits
both perceptual aliasing and a noise sensor.

1. Spectrum of Environment Sensors

In many artificial environments, an agent is given sensors that map 1:1 with possible states. Fur-
thermore, researchers typically craft the sensors to be reliably informative and relevant. While this
is convenient and appropriate, it is hardly typical of a natural environment.

For example, an AI agent playing chess can sense which piece is in which square, which pieces
have been taken, whose turn it is, etc. A human in a natural environment must extract this infor-
mation from a visual field and short term memory. Furthermore, she must contend with extraneous
sensing ranging from background noise, the fact that a salt shaker has filled in for a missing pawn,
intrusive thoughts of unrelated matters, etc.

These extraneous sensors can rapidly overwhelm traditional machine learning algorithms which
rely on an approximate 1:1 mapping of sensing to state (Gupta & Gupta, 2019).

Another dimension of this spectrum is perceptual aliasing. In this scenario environment sensors
are insufficient and, as a result, multiple states in an environment might feel the same to the agent.
While this can’t entirely happen in a natural environment, related situations can. For example,
navigating an unfamiliar building with many identical hallways or finding your glasses in a dark
hotel room.
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Perceptual aliasing frequently arises in robot navigation, particularly when multiple locations
appear similar to the robot (Qamar et al., 2022).

Additionally, sensors can be noisy, unreliable or simply extraneous. While this can occur any-
where, it has also been a particular challenge in robotics where computers must interface in the real
world using lidar and cameras which don’t provide consistently correct information (Welch et al.,
1995; Tawiah, 2020).

In this paper, we focus on a simple environment that has both perceptual aliasing and extraneous
sensors.

2. Artificial, General Episodic Memory

In the past, agents have employed episodic memory to overcome perceptual aliasing (McCallum,
1994; Bakker et al., 2003; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Regier et al., 2020). Rather than relying upon a
1:1 mapping between sensing and acting these agents use sequences of past experiences to uniquely
identify the current state.

In humans, episodic memory is a type of long-term memory you use to remember specific
events such as the last time you heard live music, or what hotel you are staying in (Tulving, 1983).
Thus, these artificial episodic memories used to overcome perceptual aliasing are quite simple in
comparison. They are, in effect, a database of discrete events (episodes) indexed in temporal order.
Each episode consists of the agent’s sensing and selected action.

A similar approach has been used in general agents (Vere & Bickmore, 1990; Chaudhry et al.,
2018), game NPCs (Brom & Lukavsky, 2008), emotionally-aware robots (Dodd & Gutierrez, 2005),
and problem solvers (Tecuci & W. Porter, 2007). Notably, more complicated implementations exist
in some cognitive architectures (Bölöni, 2011; Laird, 2012; Menager & Choi, 2016).

Our long-term aim with this research is to move toward a general episodic memory. Such a
system would have these properties:

• It would function in any environment without having to be tuned for that environment. Among
other factors, this includes environments at any point on the spectrum of environmental sensors
described above. https://www.overleaf.com/project/62f18db18641c4f8102e3c3c

• It could record episodes of any scope or content.
• It would respond effectively to any reasonable memory cue.
• It would function reasonably within the boundaries of given, defined, finite resources. Specifi-

cally, this will require an effective forgetting mechanism. See (Nuxoll et al., 2010; Nagy et al.,
2020; Yalnizyan-Carson & Richards, 2022) for some existing work in this area.

As defined by Nuxoll & Laird 2010, this system would support a variety of cognitive capabilities
including:

• Recognizing Novel Situations
• Avoiding Repetitive Behavior
• Modeling Outcomes of Prospective Actions
• Retroactive Learning - re-learning from past experiences given new contextual knowledge
• Explaining Past Decisions
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The value of these cognitive capabilities is obvious and beyond the ability of many contemporary
machine learning algorithms (Ribeiro et al., 2016; Rosenfeld et al., 2018).

3. Blind FSM Environment

A simple environment that exposes the agent to perceptual aliasing is called the blind finite state
machine (FSM) environment. Here we use a finite-state machine as formally defined by (citation
needed). The agent navigates the FSM to reach a goal state but its task is greatly complicated by a
lack of knowledge. Specifically, the agent is unaware of the following:

• how many states the machine consists of
• how many goal states there are
• which state it is currently in
• what happens when it reaches a goal

The agent is only aware of:

• what actions it can take (the FSM’s alphabet)
• when its most recent action has taken it to a goal

Blind FSM has some additional properties that are relevant but not within the agent’s purview:

• Each time the agent reaches the goal state, it is immediately teleported to a random, non-goal
state. Thus the agent never takes an action in the goal state.

• There is a path to the goal state from any non-goal state. The FSM is otherwise randomly
generated within the boundaries of this constraint.

As should be apparent, all states “feel” the same to the agent. In particular, this is the most extreme
perceptual aliasing that is practical for learning. As a result, traditional machine learning mecha-
nisms can not perform well in this environment without some form of compensatory mechanism.
Episodic memory is one such mechanism (McCallum, 1994). Other mechanisms exist (Métivier &
Lattaud, 2002; Zatuchna & Bagnall, 2009; Siddique et al., 2021) but it’s unclear how they would
perform when perceptual aliasing is this extreme.

The amount of perceptual aliasing in the Blind FSM environment can be adjusted with the
addition of more sensors. For example, if the agent had a sensor that told it which state it was in,
the Blind FSM would become a trivial environment.

For this research we tested three types of binary sensors to assist and confound the agent:

• An odd sensor. All states in our implementation are numbered. This sensor is on when the agent
is in an odd-numbered state.

• A noise sensor. This sensor has a 50% chance of being on or off (randomly chosen).
• A state sensor. This sensor only on when the agent is in one particular non-goal state (randomly

chosen).

The agent isn’t always given all of these sensors and does not know their meaning. Thus it must
consider the potential value of a noise sensor as equal to that of any of the others.
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4. Existing Episodic Memory Agents

We are aware of three existing agents that learn effectively in severely perceptually aliased environ-
ments like Blind FSM.

The Nearest Sequence Memory (NSM) agent (McCallum, 1994) is a Q-Learning agent (Sutton
& Barto, 2018) that assigns Q-values to sequences of episodes rather than individual episodes. Like
all reinforcement learning agents, it must be tuned to each new environment via a small collection
of hyperparameters. Furthermore, the agent is hampered by noise sensors as we will demonstrate
below.

The MaRz agent (Rodriguez et al., 2017) is designed to work with maximal perceptual aliasing
(i.e., goal sensor only). It can not, by design, leverage any additional sensors given to it. Further-
more, MaRz relies upon operating in a deterministic environment which is not practical for a general
episodic memory.

The ARO agent (Regier et al., 2020) is a rule-based agent that builds a tree of possible episode
sequences. Based on past experiences, the agent assigned a probability of correctness to each se-
quence in the tree. Thus, the agent is able to calculate a path to the goal that is most likely to
succeed. Similarly to MaRz it is designed to operate with exactly one non-goal sensor.

5. Phujus Agent

Given that the long-term goal is to build an artificial, general episodic memory, we take a step
toward that goal by building an episodic memory system that addresses some omissions of existing
systems. We’ve also built an episodic learning agent that uses this system. In particular, we present
the Phujus (FOO-juss) agent and demonstrate some initial evidence that it has these properties that
one or more of the other agents lack:

• It can work with any number of sensors given sufficient computing resources.
• It works at least as well as other agents in environments with perceptual aliasing.
• It can learn better in environments with noise sensors.
• Aside from those that limit the agent’s use of available computing resources (particularly RAM)

Phujus has no hyperparameters that need to be tuned for a given environment.
To date, we are not aware of any episodic memory system with these properties. This paper

presents an implementation of a system which we believe is the closest we have come to achieving
it and demonstrate that these properties give it an advantage in some environments.

Specifically, we will present the Phujus agent in the following sections by first reviewing its
rules and then its learning algorithm. Subsequently, we will demonstrate its performance in the
Blind FSM environment.

6. Phujus Rules

Regardless of type, a rule consists of a left-hand-side (LHS) – the conditions that must be true for
a rule to match – and a right-hand-side (RHS) – the anticipated outcome at the next time step if the
rule matches.
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Figure 1. TFRules correspond to individual episodes and chain together to form sequences.

TFRules are each built from a single episode of the agent’s experience. Broadly, an agent
episode consists of the following information about one time step: what the agent was sensing,
what the agent was thinking, what action the agent selected, and what sensing resulted from taking
that action. Specifically, a TFRule contains these LHS properties:

• A set of external sensor values. If, for example, the goal sensor was off in the source episode
then the TFRule’s LHS conditions will include a requirement that the goal sensor is off.

• A selected action. In the Blind FSM environment this will be a letter from the FSM’s alphabet.
• A primary internal sensor (optional). An internal sensor is defined as a sensor that does not

come from the environment but, instead, is a product of the agent’s thinking. For Phujus all
internal sensors are binary and associated with some other TFRule. The sensor is “on” if the
rule had the highest match score in the previous time step and off if it did not. Thus, TFRules
can be chained together to form sequences of episodes. These are used, implicitly, in much the
way that other episodic agents use episode sequences.

• A set of secondary internal sensors. These sensors do not have to be on for the rule to match
but can affect its match score (see below).

The RHS of a TFRule consists of an expected set of external sensor values.
At any given timestep, multiple TFRules can match. However, the secondary internal sensors

provide a way to evaluate the strength of the match. The agent uses a partial matching algorithm
similar to term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) matching to calculate a match score
for a matching rule.

In particular, each condition has a “term frequency:” how often this sensor is on when the rule
matches. Each sensor also has a document frequency: how often the sensor is on in general. The tf
and df values are both in the range [0.0..1.0]. The condition’s match score for a particular condition
is a value in the range [-1.0..1.0]. It is calculated as follows:

match_score(double tf, double df, boolean sensor_is_on)
IF sensor_is_on

base_score = tf
ELSE
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base_score = 1.0 - tf
base_score = base_score - 0.5
base_score = base_score * 2.0
relevance = abs(tf - df)
RETURN base_score * relevance

In addition to the secondary internal sensor conditions, partial matching algorithms are also applied
to the mandatory parts of the LHS and affect the match score. The total match score for a TFRule
is the sum of its conditions’ scores divided-by the sum of its conditions’ relevances.

Previous research shows TF-IDF can be an effective mechanism for episode matching (Vander-
werf et al., 2016).

In addition to its LHS and RHS conditions, every TFRule has two properties:

• a confidence: a measure of how often this rule has correctly predicted the outcome in the recent
past.

• a time depth: how many previous TFRules are in the chain linked by the primary internal
sensors. For example, consider a rule A that has rule B as a primary internal sensor and rule B
has rule C as its primary internal sensor. If rule C has no primary internal sensor, then rule C
has time depth 0, rule B has time depth 1 and rule A has time depth 2. To keep the agent from
over-using the computer’s resources, a maximum time depth is enforced.

PathRules provide a broader perspective to the agent than TFRules. The RHS of a PathRule is a
sequence of episodes that the agent expects could occur. The LHS is a set of zero or more PathRules.
Like TFRules, PathRules have a confidence based on how frequently they have been correct.

At any time step, the agent determines which PathRule matches its most recent experience (e.g.,
previous matching PathRule + sequence of actions). This matching PathRule can then be the LHS
when matching some other PathRule with a particular sequence of actions. Thus, if the agent has
used its TFRules to generate a sequence of actions to reach the goal it can consult the confidence
level of a matching PathRule to get a strategic (rather than tactical) opinion as to whether that
sequence will actually be successful.

In practice, we’ve found that PathRules give the agent the perspective (or meta-reasoning) nec-
essary to avoid repetitive behavior. It is notable that, intuitively, human memories have a similar
structure. A particular event (e.g., jumping into a lake) takes place in the context of a broader event
(e.g., a summer hike).

7. Phujus Learning Algorithm

The Phujus agent follows these steps at each time step:

1. The agent receives new values from its external sensors.

2. The agent matches its TFRules to the previous episode – including matching its current exter-
nal sensors to each rule’s RHS – to determine which internal sensors will be on for the current
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Figure 2. PathRules represent a broader context of episode sequences.

time step. For each time depth, the sensors associated with the matching TFRule(s) that have
the highest match score are turned on.

3. The agent creates one or more new TFRules based on the episode from the previous time step.
A maximum of one new rule is created for each active internal sensor which is used as the
new rule’s primary internal sensor. Redundant rules are not created.

4. The confidence value is adjusted for every TFRule whose LHS matched in the previous
timestep.

5. The tf and df values are updated for every sensor.

6. The agent creates a new PathRule based on the previous matching PathRule and the sequence
it has completed to this point. A redundant PathRule is not created.

7. The agent creates a new PathRule based on the sequence of episodes the agent is attempting to
follow. This may be different that the PathRule created in the previous step because the agent’s
prediction about the sequence may have incorrectly predicted what occurred. A redundant
PathRule is not created.

8. The confidence level of all matching PathRules is updated.
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9. The agent sometimes selects a random action (see below). It also tracks how frequently a
random action takes it to a goal state. Thus, if it took a random action in the previous time
step that statistic is updated at this point. This random action success rate is used in search
(below).

10. If the agent is partway through a planned sequence of actions it continues that sequence.

11. If the agent has just completed a planned sequence of actions, just reached the goal, or just
took a random action, it uses its TFRules build a search tree to find a new sequence (see the
Search Tree Algorithm below).

12. If a sequence was found (or is underway), the agent takes the next action from this sequence.
Otherwise, it takes a random action.

8. Search Tree Algorithm

1. A root node is constructed consisting of the current external and internal sensors

2. For any given node, successor nodes can be created for each TFRule whose LHS external and
internal sensors match the given node. The associated LHS action becomes the action taken
to reach one or more new child nodes.

3. The predicted value for each external sensor in a child node is generated via a voting scheme.
Every TFRule whose LHS matches the parent node is allowed to vote for each sensor value on
its RHS. Each vote has a “strength” based upon the match score of the best matching TFRule.
Each unique external sensor prediction is assigned a confidence of correctness (in the range
[0.0..1.0] based upon these votes.

4. These confidence values are scaled so that the highest confidence is 1.0. Our tests have shown
this improves agent performance. We believe this is because it puts all peer nodes on equal
footing.

5. Any external sensor set with a confidence that exceeds the random action success rate (see
step 9 in the main algorithm) is used to create a child node. The confidence value is retained
for future use.

6. Once the predicted external sensor values are set, the internal sensor values are calculated
using the same mechanism as step 2 in the main algorithm (above).

7. Each node is assigned a score based upon the product of these values: its confidence, a
PathRule evaluation (if there is a matching PathRule) and the inverse of the node’s depth.

8. Each child node can now be expanded to continue the search. A node is not expanded if the
goal sensor is on or its score is lower than the random action success rate.
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9. The resulting tree is examined to find a sequence that leads to the goal. If multiple such
sequences exist, the one with the highest score at its terminal node is used. If no goal sequence
exists, then the search fails.

Some notes on the algorithm above:

• The agent currently uses a max search tree depth to limit the search’s use of available computing
resources. This was a choice of convenience and would not work with larger environments. In
the future, we intend to switch to a heuristic search that has no maximum depth.

• The voting scheme described above was selected after testing and rejecting two, other less
effective schemes: a) each TFRule votes with its own match score and b) only the best matching
TFRule votes with its match score. The scheme we selected seems to provide the best balance
of quality and quantity of votes.

• The use of 1/depth as part of a search tree node’s score is a way of helping the agent decide
whether to take a shorter path with a lower confidence vs longer path (i.e., a bigger investment)
with a higher confidence. The use of 1/depth is based on the Sunrise Problem in mathematics
(Laplace, 1814).

9. Results

In this section we show our results from testing the performance of the NSM, MaRz and PhuJus
agents in a blind FSM with 24 non-goal states and 1 goal state. The alphabet size is 3 (three possible
actions in each state). ARO was excluded from these experiments since it was incompatible with the
test environment due to its requirement of exactly one non-goal sensor. Notably, MaRz was included
but its algorithm ignores non-goal sensors entirely. Four test scenarios are presented below. In each
one the agent is equipped with a different set of sensors.

In figure 3, the agent has two sensors: the goal sensor and odd sensor described above. The
x-axis depicts 200 successive trips from a random start to the goal state. The agent retains its
memories of all previous goals, so it has more knowledge each time it seeks a subsequent goal. The
y-axis shows the number of actions required to reach the goal. This value is the average of 100 runs
each with a different FSM that has the same specification.

As the figure shows, the NSM and Phujus agents are predictably able to leverage the extra
knowledge provided by the odd sensor. An analysis of the FSMs used to gather these data shows
that both these agents eventually reach near-optimal behavior in the long term with PhuJus reaching
this level sooner. Since MaRz can not leverage non-goal sensors, it does not reach this level.

Figure 4 is identical to Figure 3 except that a noise sensor has been added. This result indicates
that Phujus is better able to cope with the addition of the noise sensor and maintain near-optimal
behavior.

In figure 5 a second noise sensor has been added for a total of four sensors. None of the agents
can perform as well in this scenario with the NSM agent struggling the most. The noise at this
point has become such liability that MaRz profits (relatively) from the fact that it ignores non-goal
sensors.
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Figure 3. Agent comparison with perceptual aliasing: goal sensor and odd sensor.

Figure 4. Agent comparison with perceptual aliasing: goal sensor, odd sensor and noise sensor.

In figure 6 the agent has one of each type of sensor: goal, odd, noise and state. The new state
sensor provides additional knowledge that both NSM and PhuJus leverage to slightly improve their
performance compared to figure 3. The MaRz agent performs worst in this scenario.
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Figure 5. Agent comparison with perceptual aliasing: goal sensor, odd sensor and two noise sensors.

Figure 6. Agent comparison with perceptual aliasing: goal sensor, odd sensor, noise sensor and state sensor.

10. Summary of Contribution

In this paper we introduced the Phujus agent which we believe brings us closer to the goal of an
artificial, general episodic memory as it is better able to operate in environments with perceptual
aliasing and noisy sensors. In particular, Phujus includes the following innovations compared to
previous approaches:
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• The agent uses the concept of internal sensors to allow rules to represent sequences of episodes
in an episodic memory and, thus, uniquely identify states in an environment with perceptual
aliasing.

• The agent uses a partial matching algorithm that gives it the ability to cope with noise sensors.
• It introduces PathRules, a broader second layer of episodic memories that allows the agent

to avoid repetitive, incorrect behavior. As such, PathRules form a basis for a simple form of
meta-reasoning.

• It avoids the use of environment-specific hyperparameters and thus can work in any environment
compatible with its architecture.

11. Future Work

We see three main thrusts to future improvements to the Phujus agent:

1. Phujus’ rule database grows exponentially and must be limited to a fixed maximum size.
While we can apply more computing resources as needed, it would be more practical to have
Phujus adapt to a given finite capacity. We currently see two complementary avenues for this:
a) generalizing similar rules likely via a partial matching approach with the external sensors
and b) removing rules that have low confidence or are used infrequently.

2. We want to apply Phujus to larger and more complicated environments. In particular, we
are eager to experiment with non-deterministic environments, non-static environments, and
environments with large numbers of extraneous sensors.

3. We want explore the possibility of having Phujus learn to use its episodic memory to explain
its decisions.
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